Selected Adaptive Critic (AC) methods have been shown to implement useful approximations of Dynamic Programming, a method for determining optimal control policies in the context of nonlinear plants [lo]. The present research focuses on a particular one of these AC methods, known as Dual Heuristic Programming (DHP). While the DHP method may be implemented in a variety of ways, the present research focuses on neural network andor fuzzy logic implementations.
Background
Selected Adaptive Critic (AC) methods have been shown to implement useful approximations of Dynamic Programming, a method for determining optimal control policies in the context of nonlinear plants [lo] . The present research focuses on a particular one of these AC methods, known as Dual Heuristic Programming (DHP) . While the DHP method may be implemented in a variety of ways, the present research focuses on neural network andor fuzzy logic implementations.
The DHP method designs the controller via a "training"
process: in an on-line context, care must be taken against the possibility of (inadvertently) instantiating an unstable controller while adjusting the controller's parameters. Precious few theoretical results exist yet which provide guidance to insure that no such instantiations occur. In principle, such guidance would likely involve imposing constraints on the "excursions" the controller's parameters are allowed to take during the trainingllearning process.
For the case of using a neural network (NN) to implement a learning controller, various tacks are being taken to provide the aforementioned constraints during learning. In an extant example outside the Adaptive Critic context, a "traditional" Adaptive Controller is used for which theoretical assurance of stability is known. Then a (learning) NN is used to "assist" the said Adaptive
Controller perform its adaptation more quickly, without compromising the stability related constraints [7] . Another example (of providing a priori constraints) could be to use a Youla Parameter implementation for the controller that is known to instantiate a stable controller provided its coefficients are bounded by (-1, +I). A NN could be used to adjust this controller's parameters. and if the activation function of the output layer is, say, a hyperbolic tangent, the constraint will always be met [8] .
In the Adaptive Critic context, the authors are exploring two avenues: 1.) Provide constrainr via a known design of a stable, static controller (not of the Adaptive Controller type mentioned above) that performs acceptably well for a selected plant. Then, la) Use DHP to adjust the parameters of this controller in a way that at least reasonably assures continued stable controller designs; and lb) First, train an NN to be a "copy" of the static controller for some nominal operating condition, and then, based on an assumption that this contoller's design is "near" optimal (at least a local one), use the DHP method to further train it to develop a yet better controller ("approximately optimal"). 2.) Let the DHP method design a controller "from scratch" for the same controller/plant context as in the other research, and gather empirical evidence conceming the required stability issues, and robustness of the resulting controller designs. In this latter approach, the only imposed constraints that influence the DHP process reside in the Utility Function used therein. The Utility Function therefore becomes an important component of such empirical (and potentially, theoretical) research. The "from scratch avenue has been the main one used in previous Adaptive Critic work, since to date, the focus has been primarily on developing the Adaptive Critic methodology itself.
The present paper also focuses on the "from scratch" approach mentioned just above, and a companion paper [51 focuses on the other method. Both demonstrations are carried out on the same controller/plant context, namely steering control for an autonomous vehicle.
The DHP Method
The Dual Heuristic Programming (DHP) method is a learning approach to solving the Bellman equation, and DHP's usual application context is control [lo] . The Bellman equation entails maximizing a (secondary) utility function:
where the term y k is a discount factor ( Q e y 5 1.) and U ( 4 is the primary utility function, defined by the user for the specific application. In the control context, J(t) is also referred to as a performance measure. It is useful to observe that the Bellman-type optimization going on in the DHP method refers to the process of designing the controller.
The DHP training process may be described via a framework containing two primary feedback loops, see Two neural nets may be usea in DHP: the actionNN functioning as the controller, and the critic" used to design (via training) the action".
A third NN could be trained separately to copy the plant if an analytical representation is not available for determining needed partial derivatives. The criticNN's role is to assist in developing/designing a controller that is "good" per specifications of the utility function, which is crafied to express the objective and constraints of the control appficarion. In the DHP method, the critic" estimates the gradient of J(t) with respect to the plant states: the letter h is normally used as a short-hand notation for this gradieGt (vector), so the output of the critic" is designated A .
We refer to Figure 1 to describe the computation; steps used in the DHP methodology (for more details, see Reading Figure 1 from left to right, the current state R(t) is fed to the action". which then generates u(t). The model is informed of R(t) and u(t), and then generates R(t+l). R(t) is also fed to the critic#l box and to the utility box, which h(t + 1).
- This vdue is a key component of the calculations in the medium-shaded boxes, which in turn are needed to perform learning/adaptation of the action" and the critic". The upper medium-shaded box calculates Aw . . , and the lower medium-shaded box calculates h"(t) , 'the "desired" or "target" value for h( t ) to enable^ (backpropagation-type)
The DHP method requires a model of the plant in order to compute certain partial derivatives. Previous work explored the question of how high a "fidelity" does the plant model have to be for the DHP process to work well, and discovered that significantly reduced fidelity plant models suflice for this task [9].
As an aside, one organization of Adaptive Critic methods defines three levels: HDP, DHP and GDHP. In HDP. the critic predicts the value of J ( t ) ; in DHP it predicts the partial derivatives of J ( t ) , and in GDHP, it predicts both. We mention that one version of the HDP is equivalent to the method known as Q Learning. The rationale for choosing DHP for the present context is given in [3].
In the next section, we demonstrate use of the DHP method to develop controllers "from scratch" for an autonomous vehicle.
Autonomous Vehicle Example

Problem specification
The objective in this example is to design a controller which accomplishes selected front-wheel steering maneuvers for a two-axle terrestrial vehicle. For this demonstration, we assume the (autonomous) vehicle is traveling along a straight highway, and its steering controller receives a command (say, from a higher level component of its overall guidance & control system) to "change lanes".
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The condition of the vehicle just prior to initiation of the steering maneuver is represented as a velocity vector for the center-of-mass of the vehicle. The controller's task is to specify a sequence of steering angles which will provide the acceleration (forces at the front wheels) needed to change the orientation of the vehicle's velocity vector appropriate to the (lane change) steering task. The design scenario here specifies an (approximately) constant forward velocity during the lane change; control of wheel angular velocity is required to accomplish this, as without such control, the vehicle tends to slow down during lane changes. Accordingly, the controller effectively specifies two accelerations: one to accomplish a change in orientation of the vehicle's velocity vector (via a change in steered angle), and one to accomplish a change in the vehicle's forward velocity (via a change in wheel rotation velocity).
A potentially major unknown for the controller is the coefficient of friction (cof) at the wheeVroad interface at any given point in time. The value of the cof changes gradually as a function of tire wear, and more dramatically, depends on road surface conditions --such as water, oil, gravel, ice, etc.
These latter changes can occur abruptly, and if outside the robustness region of the controller, the system would require fast on-line adaptation.
For the present example, in addition to the above considerations, it was decided to include a design specification that relates to "comfort" of the passengers in the vehicle (and equivalently to load sway for a truck): we specify upper limits for the lateral acceleration experienced by the vehicle during the lane change maneuver.
Other items being investigated in our on-going project are distubance rejection (e.g., wind gusts), and robustness to parameter changes such as vehicle mass.
Equations for plant simulation
Since the present study was ail done on a computer. a set of equations was needed to simulate the vehicle. While the vehicle envisioned for the demonstration was a two-axle, 4-wheeled vehicle, the simulation is based on a "bicycle" model [1][6]. This reduced-complexity model captures the important ingredients of the desired control task for the purposes of the present demonstration. In this model, the two front wheels and the two back wheels are lumped together, producing a geometry that resembles a bicycle. Figure 3 .
The x direction (in Figure 2) is defined to be the direction in which the vehicle chassis is pointed. The x -y coordinate system so defined is rotated at an angle y~ from the absolute (inertial) xo -y o coordinate system. For this problem, xo represents the direction along the road. The rate of change of vehicle rotation, dyr/dt is represented by p .
In Figure 3 , each curve indicates the mount of force available at the wheelhoad interface as a function of the slip angle, a!. For dry pavement (p=l.O). we see that increasing forces are available up to about 5 degree slip angles. For this same angle, however, we notice that at the lowest curve (approximately the coefficient of friction (cof) for icy road conditions) any slip angle over about 0.7 degrees attains no increase in available side force, i.e.. the wheel would slide at these larger commanded slip angles. Knowledge of this dependence on cof is important to build into a controller, if steering tasks are to be successfully accomplished (i.e., without sliding) for different road conditions. Such knowledge is made available to the controller in Design Scenarios 2 and 3 defined in Sections3.4 and 3.5 below.
Plant equations are developed based on assumptions of the bicycle model. To start, we assume that the only external force acting on the vehicle is the side force F ( a ) F produced by the tires. [At a later stage, we introhce external force to simulate a wind gust (not reported here). J Virtually any contoller for an autonomous vehicle will require on-board sensors to provide data for constructing state information needed by the controller. DHP requires similar measurements. It can be demonstrated that 3 accelerometers (one that measures acceleration in the direction of the chassis x direction, and one each at the front and rear axles to measure lateral acceleration) plus load cells at the front and rear suspension points (to give an estimate of location of the vehicle's center of gravity) are sufficient to generate the vehicle's state vector. Our simulation used analytic proxies for such instrument -33 - Due to space limitations, we give just the resulting equations where Fx is the brakinghhrust force, a function of K ~ the longitudinal slip of the wheels, where a value of -1 for K represents full braking, and a value of +1 represents full forward acceleration.
The front axle lateral acceleration is calculated as:
Equations for plant model used by DHP
As mentioned earlier, the DHP method requires a means for calculating certain partial derivatives pertaining to the plant being controlled. In the present context, we have available the full set of equations used in the vehicle simulation, so we were able to obtain the required partial derivative data via these equations. In a real application, however, a physical plant is involved. so such equations are not typically available. In such cases, the on-board sensors mentioned previously provide data which the DHP method would use along with a computer-based model of the plant to determine (estimates of) the needed partial derivatives.
We mention again, as described in [9], it turns out the required quality of a model used for these calculations in DHP is rather modest --meaning that rather inexact, even just qualitative models often suffice.
DHP Utility Function
In the DHP method. specification of the control objective for a given problem context is embedded in the procedure's Utility function (this derives from the original Bellman formulation of Dynamic Programrmng). Great care must be taken in crafting this Utility function to capture the desired control criteridspecifications, because the role of DHP is to evolve a controller design which is (approximately) optimal with respecr to these criteria. When we say the controller is designed "from scratch" by DHP, we mean that the learning device to implement the controller (neural network, fuzzy controller, etc.) is started with randomly selected values --i.e., no a priori design, other than the general structure selected for the learning device --and the DHP evolves the controller design from this starting point.
In the present context. the vehicle is assumed to travel along a roadway, and a variable 'y' designates perpendicular distance from the direction of the road. A 'change lane' command is specified via a Ay command. The actual magnitude of Ay is determined by associated assumptions in the problem context. The controller is to act in a way to bring the y position of the vehicle to the commanded value, while being mindful of other stipulated constraints. Similar comments apply for a 'change velocity' command.
The following variables were abstracted from the various considerations about the steering control problem described up to here in this section: 1.) Velocity Error (reduction to zero desired), 2.) Velocity Rate (use this to limit aggressiveness of velocity corrections), 3.) Y-direction Error (reduction to zero desired), 4. Lateral Acceleration at front axle (use this to deal with the ' c o d o n ' design specification), and 5. Friction Sense (a proxy variable for estimating when are approaching the bend in the force curves shown in Figure 3 --which depend on coefficient of friction).
Three different Design Scenarios were defined, and separate Utility functions were crafted for each one. Each Design Scenario (hence, each Utility function) involves a different combination of the above five variables: U1(1.2.3), U2(1.2,3,5), and U3(1,2,3,4,5). We naturally expect that each utility function will yield a different controller.
The DHP method was applied to the task of designing a steeringlspeed controller for an autonomous, 2-axle, terrestrial vehicle separately for each of the three Design Scenarios. The mass of the vehicle used was 650 kg. Results are given in the next section.
Experimental Results
The first Design Scenario places the fewest restrictions on the controller design. The defined objectives in this case are 1) reduce Y-error to zero, and b) reduce velocity error to zero, while at the same time c) not be too aggressive in making velocity corrections. A utility function was crafted to incorporate these objectives:
The velocity terms in this Utility function are given lower coefficients, based on the specification given that the forward velocity be approximately constant, whereas there was explicit specification for the Y-error to become zero.
Although the primary purpose of the velocity controller was envisioned to maintain the approximately constant velocity during the lane change, we illustrate the performance of the resulting velocity controller for a command to accelerate from 30 to 40 d s in Figure 4 . Step response for velocity change. Figure 5 show pertinent responses for a typical steering controller developed by the DHP process using the Design Scenario 1 Utility function with a nominal vehicle velocity of 30 4 s . There are two sets of curves, a pair for dry pavement, and a pair for icy conditions (about 1/ 3 the traction of dry pavement).
The curves in
A Ay of 6 meters was commanded, and for the dry pavement condition, we see a stair step response with about a 1 meter overshoot, and settling onto the commanded position. We note that the associated acceleration is reasonably aggressive, with a maximum of about .7g (somewhat higher than would normally be considered "comfortable"). For the icy road condition, we note that the car goes off the road! This occurred because we chose to train the controller on dry-pavement conditions only, and thus yielded steering commands that are too aggressive for icy conditions. We would like to be able to make aggressive lane changes on dry pavement, while also being able to make lane changes on icy road conditions as aggressively as the icy road will allow. To accomplish such an objective, the controller will need to become aware of the lower maximum forces available at the tirdroad interface resulting from lower coefficient of friction on an icy road (as shown in Figure 3 ). For Design Scenario 2, we take into account the curves in Figure 3 represent sliding, in which condition the motion of the vehicle cannot be controlled. To make controlled but aggressive maneuvers, we would like to approach but not enter the flat portion of the force / slip angle curves. The controller has no direct knowledge of the tire-road coefficient of friction, but we can infer road conditions by monitoring the slope of the force / slip angle curve. As the vehicle approaches a sliding condition, the derivative of the curve approaches zero. We can numerically approximate this derivative by using successive accelerometer readings. As a proxy for this. define the following sliding index:
i la%\ \\ the slope at very small slip angles (i.e., the linear portion of the curves). So defined, the sliding index will approach a value of IO when sliding is occurring, and will approach zero for low slip angles (i.e., no sliding).
The slide index SI index was added to U, to obtain:
Results from a typical controller designed via this utility function are shown in Figure 6 .
In this trial, in contrast to the first one, the controller delivered acceptable lane changes on both dry and icy pavement. The response on dry pavement is slightly slower, reflecting the penalty imposed by the SI term under icy conditions. The peak acceleration in the dry pavement curve is slightly over Sg. For icy conditions, we note that the controller is aware there is a maximum amount of force available to it. and keeps its request within that limit. Thus, it accomplishes a lane change which is about as aggressive as is possible on an icy road. 
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Results using this utility function are shown in Figure 7 , where we note peak acceleration is reduced to below .5g. The lane change response for both road conditions is slower due to the acceleration limiting term.
These experiments demonstrate the dependence of controller designs on the Utility function. The three different Utility functions each include different control objectives, and indeed, the DHP process yields qualitatively different controllers for each context.
Conclusion
Previous work by the authors and a number of other researchers has refined the Adaptive Critic Method (ACM) to successfully perform a kind of Heuristic Dynamic Programming. While previous papers on ACM do include examples of controllers that were designed by the ACM. nevertheless, the focus of those papers was on presenting and developing the ACM method itself. In this paper, we take the ACM method --in particular the DHP method --as given, and focus on using DHP to develop controllers "from scratch". This entailed a requirement on us to carefully specify the control objectives in the Utility function, and then let the DHP method do all the rest of the "design work." Three Utility functions were crafted to represent different embodiments of a steering controller for an autonomous terrestrial vehicle. Many issues remain to be resolved surrounding the method of designing controllers using learning methods --chief among these relate to stability.
However, empirical studies such as this are undertaken to inform our analytical investigations. Of particular interest to the present researchers is the ability of the DHP method to accept design criteria crafted into the Utility function by the 
